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PRESS RELEASE – 28/07/2022 – SYNERGY PARTNERS WITH LYNQ TO PROVIDE THE BEST 

INTEGRATION FOR ITS CUSTOMERS 

 

Synergy Resources, LLC (Synergy) a privately held Company headquartered in Islip, New York, 

today announced a partnership with LYNQ as part of a commitment to provide the best integration 

solutions for its customers.   

“This Partnership extends Synergy’s portfolio of solutions to provide comprehensive manufacturing 

functionality to digitize and drive factory performance,” said Michael Canty, Executive Vice 

President at Synergy. “LYNQ’s comprehensive capacity planning, scheduling, automatic data 

collection and analysis capability quickly enables manufacturing companies to enter the digital 

transformation era and maximize machine efficiency, employee productivity, and profitability.” 

About Synergy Resources, LLC   

Synergy brings together a collaborative team of experts, best-in-class ERP solutions, a world-class 

Partner group, and proven best practices to create tailored solutions that provide companies a 

dynamic advantage now and in the future. Helping growth-oriented leaders make confident core 

business and technology decisions allows them to take their organization from solid to 

unstoppable. 

Synergy’s ERP Application and Technical Support teams guide our clients through the proper steps 

needed to deploy and optimize their ERP, WMS, CRM, QMS, and other business management 

technologies. 

The Center of Excellence delivers advice, insight, and support based on decades of deep industry 

experience with real-world best practices and outcomes in the area of Organizational Change 

Management, Supply Chain Management, Lean Practices, Materials & Inventory Control, and 

Production Management while helping our clients make the most of technology and resource 

investments. 

Synergy’s in-house Innovation team is dedicated to continuous improvement, developing and 

commercializing client-requested tools that augment ERP functionality across our customer base. 

About LYNQ   

LYNQ is reinventing MES software. Configurable, intelligent, and quick to deploy, LYNQ helps 

manufacturers around the world thrive in today’s competitive market. LYNQ’s MES integrates with 

Acumatica ERP to provide digitized planning and scheduling visibility as well as comprehensive 

automatic data collection and analysis for employees and machines. 

The LYNQ technology is often used to drive continuous improvement with its plug-and-play 

manufacturing operations management software, which is easy to work with and enjoyable to use. 

Designed, developed, and deployed to a high standard for a fraction of the typical cost, LYNQ MES 

accelerates digital transformation, increases the effectiveness of manufacturing resources, and 

drives profitability. 

Find out more: 

• Synergy Resources: https://synergyresources.net/  

• Email: MShannahan@SynergyResources.net  

• Phone: 631-665-2050 

• LYNQ MES https://lynqmes.com/  

• Email: marketing@lynqmes.com   

• Phone: +441329800000 
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